About Us
Since opening our doors in 1977, our goal has been to establish
long-term "vendor partnerships" and to continually build and
strengthen those partnerships through communication and
dedication to our customers. We adopted the tag phrase "If we
don't take care of our customers, someone else will". We know it's
not just a tag phrase, but a mindset and a commitment to our
customers to provide the highest quality molds, dies and
subcontract services in the industry. With that single minded
approach to quality combined with old fashioned values and
customer service, ProMold Inc. developed a reputation as a leader
in our industry for building small complex, high tolerance molds and
EDM subcontract services.
Through the years we recognized the need for growth to remain competitive in the ever changing
global market. In 2007, we acquired the assets of one of the finest mold making facilities in the
country, Gauer Mold and Machine. With all the resources in house from design and development,
through complete manufacture, the synergy that has developed between the two companies is
undeniable. Housed in a 29,000 square foot air conditioned facility, ProMold-Gauer can now provide
a service to its customer's that it could not do in the past, we now have the ability to machine and
build larger tools. By using a team driven approach and drawing on all the experience of our
talented employees, ProMold-Gauer can provide anything from a small complex, high tolerance
plastic injection mold, to a large 40,000 lb. structural foam mold.
Today, we are constantly setting new standards of excellence by upgrading machine tools, software
and training for our workforce. Over the years we have remained committed to our original goal by
offering our customer's reduced pricing, accelerated deliveries and not only meeting, but exceeding
our customers' expectations.
To learn more about our company, we encourage you to look at the company we keep. You will
discover that the reputations of our clients say a great deal about the level of quality you can expect
from ProMold-Gauer Inc. We invite you to visit our facility in northeast Ohio, or contact us to discuss
any of your manufacturing needs. We look forward to serving you now and well into the future,
because we know, if we don't take of our customer's, someone else will.
Some of the industries served:
* Electrical
* Aerospace
* Agricultural

* Medical
* Household Products
* Drainage

* Automotive
* Commercial Products
* Lawn and Garden

